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Songs of Figueira - "Stellar Regent"

In this song there is a precious invocation to the Spiritual Hierarchy, in which the terrestrial
consciousness can find a revelation of its true being.

What is necessary is the intercession of a Stellar Regent, which would be the perfect and direct
bridge, so that the higher aspect of the human being may attain a correct correspondence of its being
through the communion with the Supreme Consciousness.

The song mentions a mountain, sacred symbol of the upliftment of consciousness. The mountain is
also this pure and immaculate place where we can find the Brotherhood, so that the door of return to
our origin may be opened.

The aspect that is expressed in the song "Stellar Regent"is the so-called vibration of the Spiritual
Hierarchy, which, like a cosmic pole, attracts to the Earth, and all of its humanity, to the currents of
the sidereal space, that are nourished by the Source of Creation.

From the Consciousness of the Hierarchy, the impulse that the terrestrial beings need is born, so
that, in these definitive times, they may be able to rise in plane and vibration.

As the song says, this leads the human being, who joins the Hierarchy, to never again forget it,
especially in the moments when the very being will have to face its spiritual reality.

This remembrance that the song reveals leads the spiritual human beings to be aware that they come
from a universal origin and that they will have to fulfill a universal Will.

When souls have the grace of knowing all of this, and nevertheless, waste the opportunity, their
spiritual life goes back and the Universe makes space for the consciousness to learn what it has
decided to learn.

This song helps us not to be ungrateful, to respond adequately, according to what the spiritual
Hierarchy needs, in order to eradicate the indifference and the lack of love from the planet, so that
brotherhood may reign among beings.

For this reason, as the song says, the Hierarchy always emits a signal so that the consciousness may
be able to awaken, and thus, reciprocate in the designs that go beyond three-dimensional life.

I thank you for keeping My Words in your heart!

Who blesses you,

Your Master, Christ Jesus


